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I. Scholars of SCIENCE
COURAGEOUS CREATION SCIENTISTS (Examples of 1,000’s – see longer sample attached)
- Each of these scientists is now convinced that Christ created all things 6,000 years ago in 6 literal days.
- Many of these scientists have been key to Mr. Galloway’s position through personal dialogue and writings.
* Listed below in alphabetical order
Baumgardner, John PhD - Famous Los Alamos National Laboratory, geophysicist,
(Inventor of the best supercomputer model for plate tectonic study. It supports the history of a global flood.)
Damadian, Dr. Raymond - Inventor of the MRI medical machine that has saved countless lives.
Hartnett, John PhD – Physics, Astrophysicist, Cosmologist, teaches at Western Australian University
Lisle, Jason, PhD – Astrophysicist, graduated from University of Colorado
Lumsden, Richard PhD – Biology professor and former dean of Graduate School Tulane University
Sanford, John PhD – Cornell University Geneticist, Biolistic Gene Gun, Author GENETIC ENTROPY
TOP ANTI-THEISTIC EVOLUTIONIST – He is the Top Atheistic Evolutionist:
Richard Dawkins, PhD – Prof. of Biology & Evolution at Oxford University, Book: The Devil’s Chaplain written to defend his failure in a video interview to answer the simple question, “Can you name one mutation that
creates new genetic information?”

II. Scholars of SCRIPTURE
These are experts in the original biblical languages (Hebrew/Greek), biblical interpretation (exegesis), etc.

•1000’s with PhD’s and ThD’s including both Christians and even Non-Christians who affirm that Genesis 1-11
were written as literal history
A. CONSERVATIVE Scripture Scholars
- Who Believe the Bible to Be God’s Inerrant Word
- Accept the profoundly simple meaning of Genesis teaches 6 day creation, 6,000 years ago, with a
literal Garden of Eden that had no suffering or death of nephesh creatures before Adam sinned.
Kelly, Douglas B.A., B.D., Ph.D., Professor of Systematic Theology at Reformed Theology Seminary
- Conservative scholar who said about LIBERAL scholars:
“To summarize, liberal scholars of both 19th and 20th centuries admit that the text of Genesis is clearly meant to be
taken in a literal, historical sense, although they deny its claims to speak accurately to our space/time cosmos.”
Mohler, Al M.Div., PhD, additional research at Oxford
- President of Southern Baptist Seminary, professor, many highly respected theological books, video/audio sermons
MacArthur, John DD
- President of The Master’s Seminary, professor, many highly respected theological books, video/audio sermons
B. LIBERAL Scripture Scholars - who do NOT believe the Bible to be God’s inerrant Word, admit it clearly
teaches a literal six day creation, only thousands of years ago, with a Garden of Eden with no violence or
death of nephesh creatures.
Dr. James Barr - Professor of the interpretation of the Holy Scripture, Oxford University
Did NOT believe Genesis, but admitted:
“… probably, so far as I know, there is no professor of Hebrew or Old Testament at any world-class university who
does not believe that the writer (s) of Genesis 1–11 intended to convey to their readers the ideas that:
–creation took place in a series of six days which were the same as the days of 24 hours we now experience
–the figures contained in the Genesis genealogies provided by simple addition a chronology from the
beginning of the world up to later stages in the biblical story
–Noah’s flood was understood to be world-wide and extinguish all human and animal life except for those
in the ark.” http://www.answersingenesis.org/home/area/tools/Quotes/barr.asp
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